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Ref: CPL1-133  Villa, Playa Flamenca 350,000€

221m² 186m² 3 3

Welcome to Playa Flamenca and this well-planned villa with a private pool. Here you live at a comfortable distance from the large La
Zenia Boulevard shopping center and several well-known golf courses. Nearby there are also shops and restaurants. A few
kilometers away is the Mediterranean Sea and nice beaches. Well-planned villa with two separate living areas and a nice plot with
pool. Consistently lovely light flow and lightly furnished surfaces give a homely feeling. On the entrance floor there is a living room and
kitchen as well as three bedrooms and two bathrooms. The living room is spacious with space for both a sitting area and a dining
area. The kitchen is surface-efficient with good storage options and work surfaces. The bedrooms have pleasant light flows and quiet
locations, there is room for beds and bedside tables, one of the bedrooms is currently used as a study. Two bathrooms in bright
colors, both bathrooms are equipped with toilet, sink and shower. One floor down there is a large and airy room with a generous flow
of light. Here, the kitchen and living room are in an open plan with plenty of space for a dining group and lounge area. It is also
possible to use part o...

Important Notice: These details have been produced in good faith and are believed to be accurate based upon the information supplied but they are not intended to form part of a contract. You are strongly advised to

check the availability of the property before travelling any distance to view. Any intending purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in these

particulars.


